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1. Introduction:

Low level and intermediate level wastes occur in quite different forms. They can be incinerables,

cemented, bitumenous, soils and metals. According to the different nature of the waste different

treatment routes exist to convert it into disposable or reusable products. For the combustible

materials thermal decomposition like incineration or pyrolysis are well accepted methods. For

non-incinerables different processes exist like cementation supercompaction, compaction or

melting. Melting of materials for volume reduction is very attractive because of the fact that a

material has a high bulk density in the molten stage. Another advantage of melting is the

possibility to bound the activity to the slag phase and to obtain metal which is suitable for free

release and reuse in the secondary materials streams. If no metals are present inorganics can be

vitrified in glass furnaces. The choice of appropriate melting techniques is mandatory to obtain

suitable final products at affordable costs. Clean iron and steel scrap is normally molten in

induction furnaces or electric arc furnaces. Induction furnaces give good results under

economically attractive conditions however only as long as the amount of slag remains low. Thick

slag layers can affect the melting process and can form a frozen layer on top of the melt. Electric

arc furnaces are also used for melting of iron and steel scrap. They are normally designed for

much higher throughput rates than are required for radioactive scrap melting. Both types of

furnaces are not suitable for conditioning of the slag phase or for melting of scraps contaminated

with larger amounts of organics. Non-metallic inorganics can be molten in glass melters they

show quite good treatment characteristics as long as not too high temperatures are required for

melting and as long as no metallic phase or organics are present. During the last years a

technology has been developped using a specific type of an electric arc, a plasma torch, for

treatment of mixed radioactive wastes The advantage of plasma melters is the possibility to treat

simultaneously organic, inorganic and metallic wastes and residuals.

2. Melting of inorganics:

Inorganic materials are ceramics with melting points ranging from approx. 800 C up to more than

2000 C. Specific melters are necessary to convert these materials into a molten high quality

product.
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Typical inorganic nuclear wastes are:

Cemented wastes for reconditioning

Concrete with activated metal oxides (e.g. from biological shields)

Zeolites

Fly ash and bottom ash from nuclear waste incinerators

Contaminated soil

Contaminated refractory linings

Although for solid products the volume reduction achieved by a melting technology like plasma

treatment is not as high as in case of incinerables it is still considerable as shown in table 1:

Material
Zeolites
Cemented wastes
Concrete
Fly ash

Melting point
1270-2350 C
1370
1350
1270

Volume reduction
40%
45%
45%
65%

Table 1: Melting points and volume reduction achieved with plasma treatment of different
inorganic wastes

Nuclide distributions were studied with non-active surrogate materials. Cobalt, cesium and

strontium were studied as non-active isotopes. Uranium and plutonium were simulated with

yttrium and cerium, respectively. In all cases with the exception of Cs very high retention rates

of the surrogates in the slag were found. The values for Cs were in the range of 60-90 %

depending on the the input. The lowest rates were found with fly ash and the higest rates were

found with zeolites.

Fly ashes contain usually high Cl-contents favouring the formation of volatile chlorine

compounds like cesium chloride. This explains the relatively high vaporation rates of cesium in

this case.

Some zeolites are used especially for the removal of Cs from liquids. The affinity of Cs to these

zeolites is very strong and remains still at high temperatures in operation. This is the explanation
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for the low vaporation rates of Cs.

The fact that inorganics can be converted into a stable and leach resistant final product in a

plasma reactor can be used for very effective waste management. Inorganic residuals can be used

as slag formers in case of incinerables making the addition of other slag formers practically

3. Melting of metals:

For melting of relatively clean iron and steel scraps conventional melters like induction furnaces

or electric arc furnaces can be used within the limits already indicated in the introduction. Plasma

melters can also be used for scrap melting. In conventional metallurgical applications they are

employed for melting of high melting point materials (specialty metals and alloys or refractory

metals). These melters have two advantages which could be advantageous also for radioactive

scrap. Firstly , the furnaces are of closed hearth design which means that the radioactive off-gases

cannot pollute the furnace hall and off-gas cleaning is confined to the off-gas stream coming out

from the furnace only. Secondly, plasma furnaces can be designed as refractory free cold hearth

melters. This concept would help to avoid furnace contamination in particular in case of

contamination with transuranics.

The nuclide distribution is similar to the situation summarized for inorganics. Basic alloying

reactions like the solution of Co in an iron matrix can also in plasma melters not be avoided

leading to cobalt contamination of the metal. According to the low half life of Co-60 (approx. 6

years) this contamination diminishes over the years. Since it has not been the aim of this paper

to discuss criteria for free release we will not further investigate this point.

4. Example for melting of inorganic/metallic mixed wastes

We have already indicated that the unique advantage of a plasma reactor is the fact that mixtures

of different types of materials can be treated. We will demonstrate this capability with the

following example.

In an experimental study the applicability of our plasma equipment for the solution of the

problems encountered with contaminated material from oil- and natural gas production was
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investigated. Our mobile plasma unit with a melting capacity of 50 kg/h was brought to a site in

Germany and was operated here with the approval of the authorities. After this campaign which

lasted about half a year the plant was completely decontaminated and went back to our non-

nuclear working environment in Switzerland. Several tons of contaminated material were treated

in an advanced pilot scale plasma unit. The plant is container mounted and it can therefore be

easily transported to the test site where it is required. The plant consists of a plasma reactor with

feeding interlock through which contaminated material is fed. The off-gas leaves the reactor

through an off-gas port which is connected with an oxidation chamber where total oxidation of

eventual organic residuals occurs. From this oxidation chamber the off-gases are directed into a

multi-stage off-gas treatment system consisting of: cooler, acid quench/scrubber stage, basic

scrubber, absolute filter and active coke filter. The whole system (including plasma chamber) is

maintained in sub atmospheric pressure by a fan. After passing the fan the cleaned gas enter the

stack. Conventional and radioactive emissions can be monitored. The throughput rates are in the

range of 30-50 kg/h depending on feedstock. Since the ability of such a system to successfully

treat typical low level nuclear waste from medicin, industry, research and nuclear power stations

has already been demonstrated the main emphasize of the current investigation was on complex

contaminated wastes from oil and natural gas producing plants. The feedstock therefore consisted

of pipes (sometimes coated with protecting bitumenous surface layers) and other organic and

inorganic residuals. The specific activity of the treated scales was typically in the range of 1000

Bq/g (isotopes of uranium and thorium decay chain). Contamination with heavy metals (in

particular high amounts of mercury) was also present. It was the aim of our study to demonstraten

the following partitioning of pollutants:

Pollutant Scrubber Slag Metal

Radioactivity Traces < 500 Bq/g < 0.2 Bq/g
Mercury main part < 0.5 mg/kg < 0.5 mg/kg

During testing the Swiss emission standards for conventional and radioactive emissions had to

be fulfilled. The results gained, impressively demonstrate that our plasma processes can be

successfully employed for a wide variety of nuclear wastes not only for vitrification but also for

recovery of not contaminated metal.
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5. Conclusion:

Thermal plasma is a very versatile heat source for treatment of different types of nuclear wastes.

The main advantages of our PLASM ARC plasma systems are:

Closed hearth reactor with appropriate off-gas cleaning

- Treatment of inorganics, organics and metals possible

- Contamination confined to the inner parts of the system only

The system is particular useful for melting of metal scrap in cases where significant amounts of

inorganics and/or organics are present. It is therefore well suited for treatment of residuals and

wastes from decommissioning of nuclear plants.
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